
WRITING A LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR GRADUATE STUDENT

One of the many â€œunpaidâ€• tasks that college professors are asked to do is to write letters of recommendation for
students who wish to apply for graduate school.

Some professors argue, however, that it is unethical to send a letter that you think will help the student gain
admission to graduate school. Students often struggle to find that last recommendation letter and may ask for
your letter regardless of your warnings. I would like to take this opportunity to recommend Hannah for your
graduate program. Some faculty give in. Instead most graduate school applicants find it easy to obtain two
letters, one from their primary advisor and another from a professor with whom they have worked or taken
multiple classes, but the third letter often is a stretch. There's also an example of how the subject's leadership
capability has helped others. However, schools with highly competitive admissions processes i. Examples of
any plans she'd developed, how she implemented them, and what the outcome was once they were put to use
would have been useful as well. Inform the applicant. She has been advising MBA applicants since  If you, as
a manager, are asked to provide a reference letter for an employee, keep in mind that the details you provide
are going to be important in helping your employee stand out from the other graduate school applicants. John
Doe is a valued member of our organization whom we have learned we can rely on, regardless of the difficulty
of the task to hand or the novelty of the challenge. It is the rare applicant who can easily think of three
professors to ask. In class, she has proven to be a take-charge person who is able to successfully develop plans
and implement them. Whenever a student â€” any student â€” requests a recommendation letter you should
pause before responding. Applicants often must turn to faculty with whom they have had less contact in order
to obtain a third letter of recommendation. Sincerely, Roger Fleming Dean of Stonewell College As positive
as this letter is, it would have been even stronger if the writer had provided additional specific examples of his
student's achievements, or had pointed to quantifiable results. Nearly every other resource you provide to a
school is a first-person accounting. This is to be expected in any successful member of an entrepreneurial
organization, and in this regard, John fits in well. The Balance. That said, lack of outside of class experience
with a student should not stop you from writing a letter if you have good things to say and can support them.
She has been a tremendous student and an asset to our school. Continue Reading. John brings to all of his
activities energy, enthusiasm, and commitment. This ensures that their letter of recommendation will actually
have substance and won't simply be full of fluff or vague opinions about your work attitude and academic
performance. What I find most engaging in John's character are his wide-ranging interests outside of software.
Just because you can write a letter on behalf of the applicant does not mean that you should. How long have
you worked together? He has been ever-willing to work with members of our organization to share his
knowledge and expertise, most notably as a presenter for presentations on product functions. Quickly assess
what you know about the student and determine how supportive you are of his or her academic intentions.
Karen Schweitzer is a business school admissions consultant, curriculum developer, and education writer. If
you have nothing to say about a student other than he or she attended class and earned a grade your letter will
be of little help. Her advice has been a great help to these students, many of whom have taken time to share
their comments with me regarding her pleasant and encouraging attitude. They again explain the content of
their letter and that it is not helpful, but agree to submit it. Explain this to the student. They want to know what
people who have seen your work and experienced your efforts firsthand have to say about you. Frequently
professors receive requests for letters from students who were little more than names and faces. You can often
get by without one at some online schools and even brick-and-mortar schools that have more relaxed
admission requirements. Be honest. If your letter only includes course grades and other neutral information
you might reconsider and submit the letter as long as you have explained the ramifications to students. Do you
know enough about the applicant to write a letter with sufficient detail? Hannah has also assisted us in our
admissions office. Inform students about the purpose of recommendation letters, what makes a good
recommendation letter, and how your letter, while positive may not offer the types of details characteristic of
helpful recommendation letters. Pause before making a decision. Sample Letter of Recommendation for Grad
School This is a sample recommendation for a graduate school applicant was written by the applicant's college
dean, who was familiar with the applicant's academic achievements.


